The Moore You Know
June Landscape Update
After enduring the wettest May on record, sunny
summer weather has inally arrived. Despite the May
rains, Moore’s crews completed installation of annual
lowers and the irst round of fertilizations. Crews are
now focused on mowing, bed care, and nurturing
color displays into full bloom.
May’s extremely wet weather created ideal conditions
for rampant fungal infections, so we’re scouting sites
to determine necessary control measures. Many
plants (including Serviceberry and other ornamental
trees) in addition to those typically susceptible are
showing signs of leaf disease. While saving infected
leaves isn’t possible, treatments will help save newly
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emerging leaves, and help eliminate the stress from
multiple occurrences of defoliation. Where feasible,
all fallen leaves from infected trees are cleared from
the base of the plant so that infected leaves don’t reinfect newly emerging leaves.
The excessive rainfall encouraged aggressive turf and
new shoots of plant growth, so extra pruning may be
necessary on some sites to control excess growth.
As Chicago’s gradual reopening unfolds, we
encourage all to stay safe, be well, and enjoy June’s
abundant lowers and verdant landscapes!
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Reconiguring Spaces for Safety and Social Distancing
The Governor’s Public Health directive to accommodate appropriate social distancing will require most
workplaces and community settings to reconigure their spaces. Plants, containers, green walls, and site
accessories can be used to create lexible and cost-effective social distancing solutions. When artfully
conigured, these elements establish boundaries, direct people, deine spaces, and create calming spaces.

Restaurants, bars, and cafés can reconigure seating
and add containers to separate and expand outdoor
seating areas.

Large containers deine spaces and separate trafic
lows. Seasonal color rotations provide visual interest
year-round while protecting pedestrians and site
visitors.

Live or moss walls deine spaces and establish safe
boundaries. Adding wheels to free-standing barriers
allows for immediate reconiguration.

Planters separate functional spaces, ensure minimum
distance between guests, and provide an attractive
barrier.
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Safety assessment identiies potential
risks
While COVID-19 has created new challenges, safety
is always our top priority. When Moore developed the
FACES* acronym — a helpful lens to make sure you get
the most from your landscape and spend your landscape
budget wisely—the S in FACES represents Safety.

A safety evaluation includes assessing potential site navigation and large tree hazards;
reviewing maintenance practices and ADA and regulatory compliance; and considering ways
to ensure the personal safety of all site users and visitors.
Here are just a few of the elements covered in Moore’s FACES Safety checklist:
• Are there clear lines of sight in parking lots and on roadways? Are plants or other site features kept
below 36 inches?
• Are sidewalks and walking paths clear, well-kept, and easily navigable with minimized slip, trip and fall
risks?
• Are shrubs and trees appropriately pruned to remove low-hanging limbs, limb drop hazards, surface
roots, or other safety risks?
• Is lighting in key pedestrian areas suficient to ensure nighttime safety and security?
• Are there handicapped access/ADA or other compliance issues that need to be addressed?
• Does the landscape service provider adequately protect the safety of their own personnel and
equipment?
Your account executive is continuously evaluating safety issues, but summer is a terriic time for a thorough
assessment. Take advantage of the warm weather to enjoy your property and critically examine the site for
potential hazards and compliance issues.

A safety assessment evaluates high risk vehicular/
pedestrian crossings and considers potential safety
enhancements.

Clear, well-kept walkways with suficient nighttime
lighting help ensure pedestrian safety.

*The FACES of your landscape include Function, Aesthetics, Cost, Environment, and Safety. Click here for full explanation
of FACES.
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Plant of the Month
The dark beauty Penstemon ‘Dark Towers’ is
appreciated for its deep burgundy foliage and
abundant pale pink lowers that bloom throughout
May and June. In addition, Penstemon ‘Dark Towers’
forms decorative seed heads that provide winter
interest.
Dawn Rummel, Senior Account Executive in Moore’s
Northbrook Commercial Maintenance branch, likes to
use Penstemon ‘Dark Towers’ in mass groupings and
contrast it with Rudbeckia, Little Blue Stem Grass,
and the spring bulb Allium ‘Purple Sensation.’

There’s so much to
appreciate about this
perennial, Dawn says.
Butterlies, hummingbirds,
and other pollinators are
attracted to this native
perennial that reaches
30-36” tall and prefers
Dawn Rummel
Senior Account Executive
full sun and heat. It’s an
ideal addition to sites with
plenty of room to grow and where the dramatic color
can stand alone or be juxtaposed with pops of bright
colors.
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